Beautiful tropics with terrible winds
Part 4. Ordinaryities and differences of the island
For all these antenna tasks, I forgot to write that after the first night I attended to pulling the roof - to break
in the rain and wrap everything up I did not want anymore.
It came in handy a large nylon 3x3 meter tarp, which I took to make a canopy over the generator and myself
like a terrace in front of the tent - but it did not work out.

The design turned out to be ugly, but effective. In addition, in the following days there was no more rain but there was a sun, and the cover did help really.
It must be said that the next days, from April 13 to 16, the weather spoiled me. The wind fell to acceptable
values of 20-25 knots, there was no more rain, at daytime the sun did hide in clouds - but not for long. On
the one hand, it was hot - and on the other process of killing time at the day, when there was no
propagation, became more pleasant.
I cannot say much about the nights and work on the air, and especially there is no need - this side of our
hobby is familiar to everyone.

As always - furious repulsion of each other with kilowatts, endless loud calls in a row, without any attempt
to listen.
But there were strange moments - so, some had contacts with me, when I should no longer have been
heard or or well before the forecasted time. And I'm not talking about lovers of using remote TX in the other
hemisphere. Both the reputation of hams made a QSO and the signal’s characteristics, the delay in response
(you know) and other symptoms showed that the person uses his setup faithfully. In addition, again,
apparently, the effect of salt water worked - my signal was louder than I could expect, and much louder.

Surprisingly, there were practically no locomotives (or chain QSOs) - and they are recognizable easily. And
unexpectedly, I repeatedly made a CQ for hours in the void, especially at 40 m, trying to give an opportunity
to stations in North America. At the same time, I was periodically called by those who had worked me
before, just to see what was happening, maybe I did not hear anyone and someone just got up?
But I answered immediately, got a real report 579, and my correspondent in amazement I finished the QSO.
Alas, there was practically no propagation to Canada and the North of the USA - even Cezar, VE3LYC been
heard accidentally, on the verge, outsideof the pile-up, like the rest of the Canadian stations. There were
not many of them. Unfortunately, it was not possible to make a QSO with VE7ACN/VE2. I need NA-084, and
Mike needs OC-265 ... But alas - the grateful crowd never parted, no matter how I and volunteers asked.
At the same time, HC2AO and a couple of stations from South America made their way without difficulty.

But all this did happen at night. At daytime, surprisingly, I made many contacts with Japan and Asia on 15 m.
Although the propagation was like a wave behind the walls of the tent - rolls, louder, more stations calling
and very loudly - and just smoothly rolls back.
Or not very smoothly - the station calls very loudly, I answer - and no response. The station just disappeared
in e sec. After 5-10 minutes, the same thing is repeated. Again, suddenly, almost at 579 A65CA called - and
no one else from the area. But however, enough about the radio, I believe.
What was happening at daytime was equally interesting.
The daily routine was as follows: on air at night until it stops, while I'm still can recognize callers (except for
the last night, but about this later.) I started from 40 meters, at about 6 UTC, capturing the propagation to
Japan/Asia, Asian part of Russia , then smoothly North America, Europe. After about 2-3 hours I left for 20 m
- where I tried to rake Europe for 2-3 hours, then again returned to 40 m. After that, at about 17 UTC, I went
to bed, looking at 20 m (almost meaningless). In the afternoon of 15 m - Japan, Asia, Europe and who will
hear me. And then - in a loop again.
After night spent on air, I felt asleep wrapped in a sleeping bag, turned off almost instantly. But the alarm
clock was not required. Around 8-9 in the morning the air warmed up and to laying, especially in the
sleeping bag, became too hot.
It was time for washing. Everything was simple - you leave the tent, walk 15 m and fall into the water. But you must walk without hurrying, looking under your feet and to that place in the water, where you are
going to fall. It is clear that in a sleepy state, you can fall to where there was water previously, but now a
just sand at low tide. Or that under the water - a rock.

But it wasn’t that worried me more. All the Coral Sea, and the Cato Island lagoon as its part, is inhabited by
sea snakes. Very curious, coming very close to explore everything new - and very venomous. One of their
cute habits is the love of warmth in the sand, especially at low tide.

Here's one I somehow almost stepped
on, returning to the tent after
washing.
There are traces of my panic jumps
with instant awareness, where I just
was going to put my foot.
A harmless, but not very pleasant
impression was also left if one
accidentally stepped on one of the sea
cucumber lying under the water.

They are safe, edible and even a delicacy in Southeast Asia. Australia annually intercepts and punishes a lot
of vessels that have entered Australia's waters for poaching. Perhaps they are even tasty - but under the
foot are unpleasant.

What they look like - you may guess yourself. Sensation of touch - I believe, corresponds to the shape 
Naturally, the bathing took place in the
clothes - to keep the feeling of coolness
for at least a little while longer. In
addition, going swimming, I dragged a
couple of empty plastic water bottles .
In the heat, it was so reluctant to get out
of the shadow, and watering myself with
water brought gave relief for at least half
an hour, until the clothes dries. Well,
then - all gain from the beginning.
Walking back under the tent, I was like
this - wet to the skin, but extremely
happy.

Another danger on the Cato are ...
hermit crabs. But the danger of
another kind - you can watch for
hours their purposeful movements,
forgetting about everything. They are
quite easy to find - as in the pits in
the sand, where they hide for the
night, and by the characteristic traces
left during the movement.

I was surprised to find that they all aspire to the beach in the morning, and not just ashore, but in the
bushes, where they spend the hot time of the day.
When a shell, worn on its back, can no
longer hide the body of a crab, it dumps it
and looks for another, while remaining
practically defenseless at this time. There
are many such empty shells on the island.
No crab when collecting shells in the photo
was hurt.
And by the way - this kind of crab-hermit –
is endemic. That is, he meets only here on Cato Reef.

But not only hermit crabs have lived here. Their distant relatives scared me one night...

So - 40 m, deep night, European pileup is
roaring ... And suddenly in the darkness,
someone runs over my barefoot legs. By
lateral glance I notice a small moving
shadow. The first thought is a mouse, but I
remember right away that there are no mice
here. Basically. What then? Giant ants,
robots, the March Hare and creations of
Jonathan Swift are swept away at once.
Well. .. QRX.

One-two-three-four-five - I'm going to look! Ready or not, here I come !
Two or three movements of the lantern - and something stopped in the beam. Small crab! But it’s not a
hermit. And the way of its appearance is clear - I did not fully close the canopy of the tent, and at the very
ground - an open hole.

A minute later I found a second one, also frozen in a ray of light, closing his eyes. Both crabs were duly
expelled from the tent, the curtain was buttoned and checked, and I continued...

Turtles are visiting the island periodically as well to lay eggs, but alas - I could not see any, although the
furrows in the sand on the beach are very noticeable. Turtles usually come from the sea night - and I was
busy on the air at the time.
And, of course, the main inhabitants are birds. Noisy, curious, but quite clean company (I do not count a
tattered tent and a huge white plume on a suitcase with antennas that appeared in the first 5 minutes after
the landing).
Birds are living here using strict organization of observation and protection, with nests and living places in
cramped surroundings, but without offense or fights.
During my stay on the island there was a period of hatching eggs and breeding chicks, what I observed.
Some nests contain an egg – only one in each. Other nests contain obviously newly hatched chicks.
Surprisingly, the nests are built on bushes that have an almost circular shape. Perhaps the extra branches
plucked by the birds in building a nest. And perhaps - the nature itself is adjusted to the needs of birds.
Perhaps the bushes receive fertilizers from birds and protect the nests from the wind.
Hostesses of nests easily fly away and return by themselves, without any threat. The fact is that they have
no natural enemies on the island. And people are so rare ...

This pair below is clearly observers and guards. They began to move at the approach of 1.5 - 2 meters, while
issuing sharp short whistles. If the uninvited guest did not leave, a bark was heard, it was the dog's barking.
Well, if the visitor was not only stupid, but also deaf - the wings spread wide, the beak was very wide and
the attack began.

I didn’t heat the situation to the attack level and we parted. But since then they looked at me suspiciously
every time.

Birds nest and sleep on land, in bushes, in large crowding. However, the inconveniences do not seem to be
experienced.

The bird's hubbub is heard almost always, except for 3-4 hours in the early morning, when the birds fly away
for fish. Children are waiting, wives are waiting, and there is not much fish, it would be better to have few
beers instead ... What am I talking about?

And except for living inhabitants, small shreds and slices of someone's lives are met - often, I think, remote
from Cato on thousands kilometers.

Empty bottles (I carefully checked each one - there were no messages), a couple of coconuts, a pair of
tennis balls. And even weird - absolutely unbroken light bulb !

Also I found a couple of incomprehensible metal debris - possibly, the storm-thrown parts from the
numerous ships that sink around for last nearly 200 years, found the last mooring here on reefs around the
Cato Reef. Although, it is quite possible that these parts left after construction of an automatic weather
station on the island, which has been regularly transmitting data to the mainland for many years.
In between beach walks around the island, I had to devote a some time to food. As I wrote earlier, the main
meal at my place was bitter chocolate at night, and twice a day - gorgeous, aromatic, with spices, dried
meat.
I took about a kilogram of dried meat cooked on 2 different recipes with me - Beef Jerky, quite common in
Australia, and beef, too, but cooked in South African recipes - Biltong. I was told about it by my work
colleagues who came from the Republic of South Africa many times. Words have been accompanied with

rolling eyes from admiration and smacking. What can I say - now I understand why. Henceforth, the biltong
will be my indispensable companion in next expeditions. It’s really yummy !

Life flowed calmly. Although not always. On April 15 in the morning, at a time of huge Japanese pileup at 15
meters, I noticed that the power of the transceiver fell down. In any case, the indicator showed no more
than 20 watts. "What a hell of a thing," thought I at once. A few minutes ago everything was fine. I started
ATU - the green indicator would light up, but it took too long. And the power is the same - 20 watts.
Immediately I did jump out of the tent - the mast is in place, the shoulders of the dipole like here they are ...
no, I see one - and where is the second? The second shoulder hangs lifeless, wrapped around the mast a
couple of times. Well, someone was too presumptuous and badly tied the insulator at the end of the dipole
to the fishing line.

I swear myself, untangle the dipole – oops, there is no insulator at the end of the wire, and plastic surface is
well chewed and the wire is bitten. I check - exactly, the short tip of the dipole with the insulator, tied to the
line, is lying on the ground.
And I understand - it seems, it's time to leave. Locals started unleashed guerrilla war against me. Don’t
know who it was – birds, crabs, turtles… whoever. I hastily splice the wire, explaining to the two guards that
terror is not our method and I will soon leave anyway. Pileup continues, but the soul isn’t restless.
Yes, and the sunset does not give a good mood.

Well - the night from April 15th to April 16th passed away. Alas, it was not particularly successful. My work
on the air ended at night - not because of technical problems, but because of a nervous breakdown. This
time Europe has surpassed itself. It took 3-4 minutes for each conефсе, no one listened at all, and after
midnight I turned off, breaking down. And as a obvious result for such pileup - 600 QSOS I was able to make
200 only.
It was necessary to get enough sleep - as was negotiated earlier, the Big Cat team had to pick me up from
the island in the early morning of Monday 16th of April.
I woke up early - around 7 am. While everything was packing, packed with garbage and all things - it was
10am. It remains only to knock down the mast and collect a tent.

I woke up early - around 7 am. While everything was packing, packed with garbage and all things - it was
10am. It remains only to knock down the mast and dismantle the tent.

By all means, it wasn’t early in the morning anymore, given that breakfast on the ship and start of fishing
takes place at about 6 am. But alas - nowhere near the reefs native red and white Big Cat body was not
visible.
Approximately by noon bad thoughts began to creep in. Something happened. And that the food at me has
ended this morning, and in a stock only 10 broth cubes left, third of a bar of chocolate and 1,5 litres of
water ...
It became somewhat uncomfortable, and the island didn’t give me happiness anymore...

